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ABSTRACT

Design Tools use a Web-based Java integlace to
guide a product designer through the design-to-
analysis cycle for a specific, well-constrained design
problem. When these Design Tools are mapped onto
a Web-based distributed architecture for high-
perjlormance computing, the result is a family of
Distributed Design Tools (DDTs). The software
components that enable this mapping consist of a
Task Sequencer, a generic Script Execution Service,
and the storage of both data and metaalzta in an
active, object-oriented database called the Product
Database Operator (PDO). The benefits of DDTs
include improved security, reliabili~, scalabili~ (in
both problem size and computing hardware),
robustness, and reusability. In addition, access to the
PDO unlocks its wide range of services for
distributed components, such as lookup and launch
capabilip, “persistent shared memory” for
communication between cooperating services, state
management, event notification, and archival of
design-to-analysis session data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Design Tools (DDTs) arise when targeted
product design tools are mapped onto a Web-based

distributed architecture for high-performance
computing. The evolution and creation of DDTs will
be presented as follows: First, the Web-based
distributed architecture of the Simulation
Intranet/Product Database Operator (SUPDO) project
will be described. Next, targeted Design Tools and
their benefits will be explained. Distributed Design
Tools, which are reimplementations of Design Tools
using the SVPDO distributed architecture, will be
introduced. Finally, the benefits of DDTs will be
discussed, along with conclusions and future work.”

2. SVPDO ARCHITECTURE

The Simulation Intranet/Product Database Operator
architecture is a Web-based distributed architecture
for high-performance computing (see [1] and [2]).
Hallmarks of this architecture include Webtop
accessibility to computational resources and delivery
of computational resuhs; a Java Beans-based
representation of computational services on the
Webtop; an active, object-oriented database (the PDO
proper) to store status and synchronization
information for a computational session, as well as
the results from that session; and the use of CORBA
(see [3]) as a control bus (as opposed to a data bus)
which links together all of the object-based
computational resources used in that session. Other
characteristics of this architecture include
authenticated login to the Webtop, the ability to
disconnect and reconnect the Webtop from a long-
running session, image-based snapshots of simulation
results after every timestep while the simulation is in
progress, and remote navigation of those images.
The end result is seamless access to distance and
distributed computational resources over a Wide
i%ea Network (WAN). A Webtop view of an
SUPDO session follows as Figure 1.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied,
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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F@re 1: Webtop View of an SUPDO Session in Progress

3. DESIGN TOOLS

At Sandia National Laboratories, the emphasis for the
past several years has been on the transition from
physical testing to computational simulation-based
testing. As a result, product development begins with
the product designers, who create a solid model of
the product in a high~end Computer Aided Design
(CAD) tool, such as Pro/Engineer. This solid model
(or sometimes a simplified version, called an analysis
solid model) goes to an analyst, who creates a
computational mesh from the model that is targeted
for the specific simulation code (e.g.. structural,
thermal, electrical) that will be used. In addition, the
analyst sets up all ancillary files for the meshing,
simulation, and visualization runs. Typically, the
analyst then performs the simulation and
visualization and works with the designer to interpret
and refine the results.

Several problems with this procedure have been
observed, however. The computational tools used are
often not very well integrated. Completing a
canonical engineering design and analysis cycle
(modeling, meshing, simulation, visualization,

presentation) involves the manual linkage of several
stand-alone (and sometimes primitive) tools. As
might be imagined, iterating over this design and
analysis cycle in order to explore the design space
can be very cumbersome.

Enter the concept of a Design Tool. A team of
Sandia analysts conceived and realized the idea of a
Design Tool, which focuses, sequences, and
integrates the computational tools required to analyze
a particular product design problem (see [4]). A
Web-based Java applet is used to- sequence and
integrate the results of the analysis cycle. In addition,
the analyst. working with the designer, selects only
the most important parameters of the problem for
design space exploration. Thus the tool provided for
the designer to use is highly targeted and well-
constrained.

Figures 2 and 3 portray screen images of a typical
Design Tool. In Figure 2, the top set of tabbed
dialogs sequences and integrates the computational
steps in the analysis cycle, while the bottom set of
tabbed dialogs focuses the design problem by
allowing bounded exploration of the most important
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parameters in the design space. Figure 3 displays a designer simply presses the Run button and off it
pressure plot of the results. Design Tools have goes. A rapid development cycle is another
proven to be “enormously popular with the product attraction, since Design Tools, like the design
design community because of their focus and problems they embody, may have short shelf lives.
simplicity; once the parameters are entered, the

Figure 2: Design Tool Input Screen

Figure 3: Design Tool Results Screen
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4. DISTRIBUTED DESIGN TOOLS

The strengths of Design Tools lie in their simplified,
integrated presentation and rapid development. Some
weaknesses appear when the screen is peeled away to
reveal how access to computational resources is
actually achieved. The fust generation of Design
Tools executed each of the steps in the design-to-
analysis cycle by running, as a single well-known
user, a series of scripts on a single machine. Script
execution errors were not interrogated and handled,
merely displayed. IP sockets were used to
communicate with the Webtop; since socket
communication requires detailed, low-level
programming, modifications to the code can
introduce subtle timing errors that are often very
difficult to diagnose.

Enter the concept of a Distributed Design Tool
(DDT). DDTs map the Design Tools approach onto
the SUPDO architecture, thus leveraging the strengths
of each. The screen presentation of a DDT is exactly
the same as that of the corresponding DT, and it is
launched as a service from an SI/_PDO Webtop.
However, what happens under the covers of a DDT
reveals several crucial differences.

The two most important differences are that multiple
distributed machines participate in the execution of
the computational analysis cycle embodied by the
DDT, not just a single machine; and that the DDT
session is coordinated by and the results threaded
through the PDO database. Other differences include
Webtop Iogin, which provides authorization,
authentication, and delegation of credentials. and the
use of CORBA instead of socket communication.
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Figure 4: The Architecture of a Distributed Design Tool
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5. DDT ARCHITECTURE

A Design Tool is transformed into a Distributed
Design Tool by the following steps. A Task
Sequencer is embedded into the Java-based Graphical
User Interface (GUI), which steps the DDT through
the analysis cycle using CORBA Events generated by
the PDO as the synchronization mechanism. A Java
Beans representation of the DDT service is created
for display on the SUPDO Webtop. Any existing
scripts are decomposed and formatted so that they
can be execitted by a generic Script Execution Server,
generally as pre- and/or post-processing steps to an
invocation of a distributed service. A Script
Execution Server is a CORBA service. written in
Java, that takes specially formatted Boume shell
scripts and executes them on a specified host.
Distributed CORBA services that implement each
step in the analysis cycle (such as meshing,
simulation, visualization, and presentation) while
maintaining an integral connection to the PDO are

T&read preprocess = new Thread() {
~Ub~iC void run () {

&Y {

created or reused. The preceding diagram (Figure 4)
depicts the architecture of a DDT, which both reflects
and necessitates these transformation steps.

More detail about the transformation follows. The
Java Beans representation of the DDT service must
follow a naming convention so that its interface can
be dynamically discovered at run-time using
introspection. This approach avoids hardcoding and
allows the Webtop to be entirely data-driven from the
contents of the PDO. The Task Sequencer responds
to CORBA events sent either from the GUI
(generally when a button is pressed) or from the PDO
(generally when the status of a service in the session
changes) and spins off a thread for each step in the
analysis cycle. This thread invokes and monitors
either the distributed service for the analysis step or
the Script Execution Server, if pre- or post-
processing for that step is needed. An example of
Java thread code for a preprocessing step is displayed
as F&re 5.

while ( 1pxepzoceasingrr)one )
Bleep ( SLEEP.ZNTERVAL );

I 1 DOn’e continue if Pzepxocessincr script failed.
if ( scz-iptStatw3 =. PE9Stat.SERVERROR.value() )

xeturn;
S@te.m.out.println( “Calling preprocessingoperations” );
preprocess.ngoperations();

}
catch ( Excepk50n e ) {

System.out.println( ‘Exception while waiting on preprocess thread- );
1

)
};

peepzmcess start ();
Tti,ead.yield(),; , .....

Figure 5: Java Thread Code for a Preprocessing Step in the Task Sequencer

Finally, the special formatting required for existing errors and also allow the script to be aborted at any
scripts primarily involves the addition of a special arbitrary point. An example of this special Bourne
logic block after each script command that will trap shell logic block is included as F@rre 6.

. .. . . -. ..,... .. .
<script c&UIV&&’ & # Throw each script command into the background
echo $1 > ${WORK_DIRECTORY3/abortprocess # Save the process ID to a file
wait $1 # Wait for the background process to return
RC=$? # Capture the return code of the wait command
if[$RC-ne O] # Test to see if it is non-zero
then # If so. exit with an error message and code

echo *8Ascript execution erior was encountered.’*
ma -f ${WORK_DHIECTORY}/abortprocess # Clean UP if necessary
exit $RC

‘% . ...... .. -. ,, ,,,.-.., ,. .

Figure6: Special Logic Block Required after each Boume Shell Script Command
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6. DDT BENEFITS ‘

Numerous benefits accrue from transforming a
Design Tool into a DDT. Security is enhanced
because an authenticated login is required.
Reliability is improved because- CORBA-based
communication is employed instead of socket-based
communication; the CORBA libraries handle the
low-level flow control issues that normally require
complex custom programming when sockets are
used. Robustness is increased because errors are
trapped and handled instead of merely being
displayed. Reusability is promoted because the
analysis steps are implemented as CORBA-based
distributed objects, not program calls embedded in
scripts. Perhaps most importantly, scalability (in
terms of problem size and computing platform) is
greatly magnified since the distributed architecture of
a DDT can span multiple machines in implementing
an analysis cycle for a design problem.

On top of the benefits listed above is the overarching
advantage of coupling the computation to the PDO
persistence engine. The PDO provides a wide range
of services for distributed components, including
component lookup and launch capability and session
state management. It is also the locus of the event
notification that drives the flow conrsol of the DDT
Task Sequencer. Not only does the PDO provide
assistance during a computation session by serving as
the “persistent shared memory” of the cooperating
processes, but it also archives the computational
results of the session after the session has completed.
Powerful queries against this session history are
possible. More generally, the PDO is intended to be
the repository for all product-related design, analysis,
experimentation, and production information.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Design Tools have proven to be a popular way of
packaging computational tools for use by the product
design community in addressing targeted, well-
constrained design problems. Distributed Design
Tools preserve these benefits and add several others,
including scalability, reliability, security, reusability,
and robustness. The distinctive contribution of this
work is to bring the power of high-performance
computing and the simplicity of a Web-based
interface to bear on a specific product design
problem. By contrast, most other approaches to
Web-based access to high-performance computing
resources (such as the WebFlow work by Tomasz
Haupt, et al.; see [5]) are more general purpose in
nature.

8. FUTURE WORK

Future work includes the creation of a “drag-and-
drop” capability for visually building a Task
Sequencer for anew design problem, integration with
a distributed file system or high-volume storage
system so that only metadata needs to be stored in the
PDO; the development of a utility to automatically
convert existing scripts to a format usable by the
Script Execution Serveu integration with a
Distributed Resource Management (DRM) or
“metasystem” such as GLOBUS [6] and LEGION
[7]; and linkage with optimization codes to
automatically explore the parameter space of the
simulation.
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